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How often have 1 lain beneath rain on a stmnge roof. thinking of home.
- William Faulkner, As I Lay Dying

Stacking of Woo d
Cold wind.
Hiding behind the hardwoods
whose cousin we are stacking
on the trailer.

My father content.
A lone when the chainsaw growls .
murmurs of grumpy children
unheard.

A coat pulled tight.
Gloves tucked up sleeves.
Boots. sturdy against the
frozen earth.

His jeans. stonewashed,
another era
wool white shirt
basebal I hat
reminiscent ofa farmer's.

·'When I grow up.
I won't be a woodcutter."
My little brother makes the
woods echo laughter.
Ten or twelve inches.
Eight feet by four.
We stack.
"How many can you carry?"
·'More than you, big brother.'·
Straining muscles.
Pick the smallest.
Slugs and rolly-pollies
disturbed.
Bark fragments in scattered piles.
Remnants of hard work.

o real reason,
just pleasure,
just life.
'·Builds character."
Builds love
in reflections
in the now future.
Then. only grumbling
ow, only pleasure.
Love grows,
slowly,
stacking of wood.

Hannah Freel

My mother, herself,
standing, helping,
understanding.

Toria Griffi s
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A mazing Grace
To llarold and ll0111ero

Amazing grace where is the sound
Above the screech of the subway
And the glare of neon lights
The roar ofpa ing traffic
There are no stars tonight
I le its on the damp concrete
oughing and wheezing
Beneath the overpass
haky hands grasp the needle
To numb the memories
or daddy's alcholic breath
I lis slumped form casts a shadow
Unsatisncd as death
There is never enough
There is never enough
I see their empt) faces
The) wake me in the night
Their eyes are empt) sockets
Where there should be pools of light
Oh God they cannot ee
Oh God they cannot see
Their eyes plead for some stranger
To hum the melody

Laura VicJ..el")
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Backpacker - Sam Bes lvaler
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Scoop of Su II
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Esther Lloyd

Unfinished
My glazed eyes are taking in the nostalgic pixels
of mouse ears, fanny packs and a foreign unity.
Young lips burnt by the wax of passing birthday candles.
Clumsy carbon stained with the smell of honeysuckles and likable scraps.
I now take comfort in exaggerated friendships
with pocketfuls of tattered band aids
for the withered roots ofa split sapling, gorging itselfofoxygen
with phantom branch€s and phantom leaves
decorated with pears with sarcastic seeds.
Seeds muttering passive complaints of neglect
when all I want to hear is that sweet liquored hymn
ring louder than any lovers touch
and to bury the haze of neon Iights and radio fuzz.
Instead I toast that comforting loyal static
chasing away the offensive silence.
Silence that penetrates my eardrums more than any ironic gunshot
Silence that finds me hiding among the lavender and mint in the garden
Trying to charm the iris moon in hopes she may come closer.
Scribbling on wristwatches my thoughts on theology and advertisement.
Rejecting gasoline soaked peacock feathers
while protecting my light cigarette from the breath of humility.
I salivate over the whimsical sensations that youth tempts
rolled in cigar leaves of romance and wanderlust.
The smoke parches my throat but I breathe in more
anticipating and even eager of the scars and wrinkles it will inflict
as long as there is an amusing tale to shock and delight.
I continue to rub my eyes to see the illuminated colors.
To consume another clever verse of regal trees on a silent hillside.

Lauren Shumaker
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Belly of the Wolf
The bell) of the wolf
is never full.
The wounds of the lamb
will bleed forever.
··Go to church
or the devil will get you.•·
Go home.
Jeep.
or the night" ill take you.
Dream even.
Dream of cats,
coats gre) like mold.
eyes green with hatredsandpaper tongues
licl--ing at a sore.
Set your sheets on fire,
and lay in the warmth .
tare until your eyes melt out.
and the tiles above
burn patterns in your mind.
The face found in noral print
will cur e your name until
your ears refuse to listen.
The blade of a fan
Can drive a man insanethe endless spinning
of a nauseating existence.
I wouldn't panic
if I were you.
This is all. probabl).
Just a dream.

Jonathan AulTarth
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Organs - Tim Goldsmith
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No t Goin' ta Nam
Noon downtown in a small city in Southern ew Hampshire: it's 80
degrees rairl) warm for ear ly June. Young men are com ing down the
!>idcwalks. con, crg1ng on the door or a tore front. A nag, tilted over the street
from higher on the fac;ade. i being lifted by a coo l breeze. One of the young
men has on a madra hirt--) el low and blue bleeding into green. Another is
wearing a white shirt and a red tie. As the) approach from different directions.
the) recognize each other.
--Hey . so the) pinched you. too:· said the young man with the white shirt.
pu hing up a long blond fore lock. .
"Yup:· was all the other said. He looked nervous. embarrassed .
.. I uppose you hate the idea. knowing you."
"Tm not going. I ju t came to tel l them that:·
""You what'J"
""I'm not going to let them draft me:·
··\ h) )OU \\ant to go and do that, Chris? I mean- ifs like illegal. This is
the government your government. your country. They·II send you to jail:·
.. Yeah:·
.. But,, hat about) our parents. your famil)? I mean, your Dad was in the
avy during World War 2. Besides people"II think you're a communist:·
""I don't care what people think. I don·t believe in an) of that crap, and I
won't go and ls.ill people for it:·
The) moved through the doorwa) into a room full of chairs with a
counter at the far end. Both of th em sa, others that the) ls.new- boys from
their high chool and boys they had seen playing basketball for other schools
or sitting 1n the stands acros rrom them in gymna ium - fifteen. six teen ..
seventeen years old. no\\ all nineteen and born on the wrong days in the draft
lottery.
""Hey. you too. huh?'"
'"Goin' ta am, ha ha."
Scores of rock songs played in the minds of the young men or were
mumbled quietly from determined faces, stoic faces. scared faces.
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Goin' ta Nam, Goin ' ta am.
"William Andrews. Richard Bonar, Chris Donnely, Barry McA fry. "
"Yes ir." And the kid in the white shirt and red tie made his way
from the far end of the room to the back where his friend could see clerks and
a doctor in a white coat.
··James Perkins ... James Perkins."
"That's me, sir."
"Right back here, through this door."
" o. I just came to say that I won't go."
"What? I can't hear you."
·'J won't go. I'm not going into the Army. I think that this war is
unjust and illegal. l don't think all wars are wrong- my dad was in World
War 2- but I think we're violating the self-determination of the Vietnamese.
America is supposed to stand for freedom and ... .''
Every eye was on him; even the people in the back room , including
his friend and the clerks and the doctor. The face of the sergeant behind the
desk was turning red. His mouth was open, but no sound was coming out.
"And if you want to put me in jail, that's OK , but. .. "
'·Just leave, young man, immediately."
And the man in the uniform approached him as though to help
him through the door, but James got up and retreated to the door, keeping his
eyes on the big soldier who shut the door finnly once he wa on the other ide .
He stared back into the room from the street. The soldier went back
to his list of names and proceeded through the rest of the alphabet. Some of
the young men turned and looked at him, but they all made their way to the
back room when their names were called, and soon only a few parents and
friends were left. He turned and walked down the street between the old brick
buildings. Just like choosing up teams when he was a kid and he would be the
odd player, last to be chosen. He walked away from his friends, a member of
some other team.

Cliff Foreman
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I-l ea ther Price
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A Tribute
There are ghosts
that hang about hi story books
and cry out when their pages
are opened.
Their eyes look out from pictures,
their souls are caught
in a cage of typeface,
forever to declare
the wrongs of past men the Vietnamese child,
running naked down the street
as men burn her village
in the name of democracy,
or the black man ,
lynched for what?
Wishing to be human ?
She will forever be wronged,
the deed will never be undone
and as long as history lives
she will cry out,
running and screaming,
and he will hang from the tree,
swinging slightly in the breeze,
forever a testimony
to the reality
that white man is rea ll y only super ior
in his creativity with evil.

Lindsay Burkholder
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Lotus in the Snow - Lien Phuong
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Grasping Yo ur Shutter
The occurrence of the irregular off-centered
composition moved diagonally
through the spectrum ofroygbiv light.
The convolution expands rigidly
as the absence of black pours into the foundation
of the medium used restrictively.
Run.jump. and skip as the shutter clicJ.-s as it follows
) our center of gravity successfully.
Allo\,\ the light's absence to invert your thinking
and t,, ist your mind to see negatively.
I\ take all appropriate calculations to the thousandths
degree and press slowly. consistently.
Let your subject be repeated over and over. Using
depth and perspective fervently
Will allow you an opportunity to create
the optical illusion. most competently.
Celebrating extremely carefully creates peaceful
solutions whereby your work is polished.
Take a chance! A I low the hade of I ight to draw in
the most curious observer to be relished
While gra) and gradients of white subdue the controlled
glossy rectangular images relinqui hed.
With new chemicals and the appropriate emulsion
, ivid color fi I ls the cene as accomplished .
Graham focusing in the dark crisps the details and
hen baths of solution inside are completed.
Let such detail work not be done in vain hence keep
your focus and ape11ure snap lo be repeated.

James Golds1111th
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Toria Griffi s
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Nebula In carnate
I wake in the night.
uddenly a nebula.
111:.LP I ' m Ocshlcss
dusty ga cous splendor Oung out like abir at India's festival of color
or if sorcerers bake. like the multicolored Oour cloud summoned
"hen magical cookie dough ticks to the counter.
I am bigger than four solar systems.
in one of" hich, moments ago. I had been dreaming
garbled rc1nvcnt1ons of childhood films
in \\hich the characters \\Orry about dieting and organic farming.
Panic segue into epistemic crisi I don't knO\\ how the hell I am cognizant.\ hat
neurons my nO\\-cosmic brain possesses
to connect and fire A YTHING let alone c"istcntial
doubt aero slight) ears of space.
The starlight nickers through my mass. refracting, twinkle, wink.
ho\ am I EEi G? FEELING?
What, i r any. are the iable emotions of celestial entities?
pace i cairn. ab ent of sound but not empt)
Partl, becau e I hang here, dusty and opaque, blocking Earth's hungry eyes
from the expan e humans inevitabl) use to seek answers to
their otherwise unanS\\ erable (extraterrestrial) questions.
But then I am aware- a cold finger down my proverbial spine,
the eureka appearing above my head like an asterisk
inked cartoonishly in a daily ne\ spaperof the I lubblerazzi, young astronomers pinning
me up as their desktop background.
artist sighing in env),
and students yawning because the dying projector
bulb in the classroom doesn't do me justice.
even with the shades down.
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1·111 famous' I shout(?) to the big empty
but I secretly wish I could go back to sleep
(human nebulas, despite all else they can apparently do, can't)
and wake again as the gloriously insignificant speck of dust I was before.
What I didn't know out there in the expanding black
was that 93 million miles out from a yellow star
on a comparatively tiny green-blue sphere
on a continental landmass
in a somewhat arbitrarily-defined country in a further-defined
state,
city.
street,
house.
room.
bed,
my body was kicking off the sheets and comforter.
her new owner feeling sunlight, atmosphere-warmed,
come through curtains for the very first time.

Kann Dahl

Katie Ross
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Tim Go ldsmith
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Had Napoleon won, and Otto failed
Had Napoleon won, and Otto failed:
Wilhelm, with his scrawny arm.
Hitler, with his not-too-ample moustache
Weimer, that corpulent oaf
No ne would have availed them.
Indeed, the house ofHabsburg
Regal. larger than their own chins
Ought to sit- what else did they do?-in Vienna
Or even in France!
Some kind of new revolution.
Russia?
(Cold)
Some things never change.
But such musings are inappropriate.
Fancies ought to not charm , but sedate
For hi story is but mortar and bricks.
And the clock of time does not wiggle, it marches forward and ticks.
What should a historian do?
Imagination must be subdued.
It is said we engage in something more than
important, somethin g larger than life.
And l? I believe we sell our sou ls for something ora trine.
Order makes no sense.
We are. it has been said. standing with a damn
dim cand le over a damn dark abyss.
History does not make rhyme or reason.
It is fluid , beau ti ru l, poetic.
Beautiful? Well, perhaps not.
But I pray you see it as glorious.

Timothy Van Vliet
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I leather Price
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Rai11 Seq11e11ce
I. I lil--e ri ght rain
Front rain is too wet on the toes
left rain is unpredictable
Ill) chair is immobile and to the right
Well.
rnobi le and hefty
so I live on my porch
with the right rain
People say they ··fee1·· it corning
and the) do.
their e) e grow grayer
their arm are breeZ)
and thi s help
but for all their future talk
bO) do they curr)
\Vhen it darkens, the uneasy
drivers co111e out
and dri e 'round and
· round collecting
1--ids s, inging on 111onl--ey bars
and not-quite-) et-ripe to111atoes
and pet squirrels on the loop
Whi king Away
The brave cling to the rail
wind,. hi tling
and so are they
They call the television stations
and ay, '"It has reached
the ground! "'
like space talion 111oderators
The dreary affirm their drearine s
behind piles or curtain
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11. Then it starts
The wind chatters and churns
111uddy bubbles all over the front yard
content sighs all over my town
It ca111e, you know9
It was wet dark rain
It always is
And the frantic , sweeping
droll strands from their face,
are in fact relieved
It's ju t regular
And how marvelous regular is
They can shut the books
They can delve too far
They can bask in ftorescence
They can grow one thousand
canle on a hill
They can destroy a smirk
But I'd like to see them stop the rain
And when the world is
covered in a ball of plastic
Father calls me
To 111y right rain.

Stephen Bates

Tutu Happy

Dinah St~cle
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Ponies at Chi11cotea11g 11e - Dorolh) Quan
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Love Note for Box 536
found under a11sp1c1011s c1rc11111sta11 ces by a certa111 Sophy Beers

Dear - - First, I feel that I need to apologize for being too rnuch ofa coward to
say things to your face. Paper and pen have always been a safer place for rne.
I think my fears have grown to be so vicious becau e lately, I have
come to realize something- you are perfect. The rest shall die and turn
to dust, but you ... you are rnade ol'fincr stuff. I think you will never rot.
Your body shall turn to.marble and be encased with the gods on high .
____ , we were made for each other. Just as a lock and key
are but one instrument, you and I are meant to be together. The ancient
Greeks believed that when the gods made men , they originally had two
faces, four arms, and four legs. However. the gods saw these creatures
and they feared them. They were too perfect together, too right. So, they
split them into two parts- what we are now. The Greeks believed that
your soul rnate was the one you were split at the back with. ___ . I
have found my scars. I know that we were tom apart. Help me fix thi s.
How do I know this, you may ask ? I know because I feel. I could
not resist, no, I could not abstain. Just like one cannot forbid the wind or
shame the falling rain. Love bas crept in like a tom, and stirred up a Oood.
1 want to make myself known to you. I will not let my fear become
the only world l 've ever known. Meet me in the bollom floor of Brock
at 3:00pm. Sunday afternoon. in the room with the blinds closed.
Love, X

Ode to a Bottom Lip
Oh beauteous lip, favored of targets,
1 long to press my own to thee'
Refuse your charms? Task of the hardest!
Oh how I wish you'd target me!

Alan Cheney
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Yo u Wish We Were Smaller
Fat
Fat
Fat
\\ c always fight
We are stubborn
We love to have opinions
We are mean.
merciless.
\\le judge
Ju t traight long hair. it's ok I like it
I like you the way you are
for how ) ou are,
Your curves are nice,
you have more than just skinny girl boobs
Cur es are just all you know.
But you stil l wish
we \\ere thinner than you can see right now
You wi h we were thin enough
to wrap) our hands around our waists. to pick us up and crad le
Us hold us like a bab)
squeeze lightly and we will break .
You Sa) ) ou didn ·1 mean iL but
You want it to be easy to be the man, to be able to have strength without effort.
You want me to be less so you ca n be more.
ne er mind loving me the way that I am.
you want lo be the only one
who can open the jars,
change the oi l,
lifl the ga ll on of milk.
carry the boxes
reach th e she If
be the bigger spoon.
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You want to be the one with the gun, the knife for afety
To protect us. to be on the outside of the sidewalk in the city,
to have us drunk before you are so you can save us when we're crazy.
and be the only one who has the chance to do anything,
even though, you never would, right?
You want to be the one who brings home the bread and occasional gi fls.
while we sit at home an_d wax the noors, polish di hes, cook cas crolcs,
It's alright I know that women and men can be "·equal'' now,
and
I'm not fighting the things you do for me,
or the fact that you care enough to be my security,
all these things are not wrong.
But I start to crumble when you mention
that I am less
because your successes
are turning into failures.
and you still mean it when you say
That you wish I was smaller.

Liz Lawrensen
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Heather Price
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Portrait of Her Mother
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Charlolle Hendrick

Heritage
You sit on your great wide porch
Looking out over dust where once upon a ti111e
Maybe fifty years ago 7
There was a river
And in this river your father·s father found hi s purpose
In the colors of scales rising to the surface
And then in that passed away ti111e
They sat in boats long an~ tough
Bent by calloused hands
And witnessed the birth and death of the sun
The trees glinted with pris111s of light
And the hearts of all of your fathers ' fathers
Burst fro111 their chests in abandon
And it was done
Your people a part of that earth
That river, the creatures of life
That earth now turned to dust
Which you view by porch light

Courtney Luckett
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Oh Little To ,vn
Oh little town of BethlehemThe one that was supposed lo
Be leeping and dark and such,
Like some gi fl shop fantasy,
That night when the Christ was
Given, all pink and squealing,
To redeem humanit).
A 11 calm and bright.
E:-.cept for two blocks \\ est.
Where a couple of soldiers stumbled
Back to their rooms. about to spend the
First Christmas morning very hungover;
nd acros the tracks.
Where all the cheap hookers hung out,
howing a lit1Ie more leg than
Was comfortable in the night air,
And more than a little perturbed that
All those shepherds were just
topping to ask directions to
A damn stable.

Sam 13c,1,,a1cr
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Ezekiel Re11isited - L ien Phuong
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